This corrigendum ("Corrigendum") to the Letter of Offer dated July 31, 2015 ("LOF") is being issued by Citigroup Global Markets India Private Limited ("Manager to the Offer") for and on behalf of Robert Bosch GmbH ("Acquirer") along with Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH ("PAC") in respect of the open offer to acquire up to 23,59,058 equity shares of ZF Steering Gear (India) Limited ("Target Company") having a face value of ₹10 each, representing 26% of the total equity share capital of the Target Company on a fully diluted basis as of the 10th (tenth) Working Day from the Closure of the Tendering Period ("Offer") pursuant to and in compliance with Regulations 4 and 5(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011.

This Corrigendum should be read in continuation and in conjunction with the Public Announcement dated September 15, 2014 ("PA"), the Detailed Public Statement with respect to the Offer dated February 2, 2015 ("DPS"), the LOF and the Offer Opening Advertisement with respect to the Offer dated August 10, 2015 ("Offer Opening Advertisement"). The DPS and the Offer Opening Advertisement were published on February 2, 2015 and August 10, 2015, respectively, in all editions of the Business Standard (English), all editions of the Business Standard (Hindi) and in the Mumbai edition of Navshakti (Marathi).

Capitalized terms used in this Corrigendum but not defined shall have the same meaning as assigned to them in the PA, DPS and LOF.

A. Revision in Form of Acceptance-cum-Acknowledgement

The shareholders of the Target Company are requested to kindly note that the correct ISIN of the Target Company is INE116C01012 which should be quoted in all documents requiring reference to the ISIN of the Target Company.

B. Other Information

1. The Acquirer, the PAC and their respective directors accept full responsibility for the information contained in this Corrigendum.
2. This Corrigendum will also be available on www.sebi.gov.in.
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